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Field of the Invention The present invention relates generally to a method for activating a cell in a

sequence of times or in cells in a sequence of times so that each cell in the sequence of times can be
fully activated, and more particularly, to a method for activating a cell in a sequence of times or in

cells in a sequence of times so that each cell in the sequence of times can be fully activated in such
a manner that the cell can be activated only in a desired time period, for example, only in one time
or only in two time periods. 2. Description of the Prior Art As is well known to those skilled in the art,
the personal computer, the portable computer, the portable telephone, the digital camera, the audio
player, the digital television, the portable communication device, and the personal communication

device comprise various types of information communication devices using various information
communication media, for example, the wire communication media such as the telephone line, the
optical communication media such as the optical fiber, the radio communication media such as the

satellite and the wireless communication media such as the mobile communication media. In
general, each of the information communication devices has a display unit such as the liquid crystal
display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube (CRT), and the display unit needs to be driven by a driving circuit

or device. As the driving circuit or device has a higher degree of integration, a driving voltage
provided by a battery becomes less in a battery-driven information communication device. In order

to protect the information communication device against the battery voltage drop, the prior art
includes a method for controlling the output voltage. For example, the U.S. Pat. No. 5,341,041

published on Jul. 21, 1994 to the inventor of the present invention discloses a method for controlling
the output voltage of the battery in an information communication device. In such a prior art, a

control voltage generated by controlling a voltage drop in a capacitor is supplied to a charge pump
circuit. Since the output voltage is controlled by the output voltage of the charge pump circuit, the

output voltage of the battery is controlled by the
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